
Dannenberg et al. develop a neural network to predict GPP, ET, and NEE at FLUXNET sites 

using satellite retrievals of several environmental drivers from several different observing 

frequencies (optical/thermal from MODIS and microwave from SMAP). DrylANNd is able to 

predict the GPP and ET seasonal cycle, spatial variability, and, to a lesser degree, their 

interannual variability. The predictions of NEE are weaker due to satellites not being able to 

observe respiration. Overall, I find this to be a nice advance and hope this lays the foundation 

for follow-up studies. The study is very thorough and well-motivated. I support its publication 

with consideration of points below. With future applications in mind, I encourage the authors to 

consider several points below as well as some methodological clarifications. Nice work! 

-Andrew Feldman 

 

We thank Dr. Feldman for his supportive and constructive comments. Below, we respond 

to each comment individually. 

 

Overall/Major Comments 

1) What are the desired use cases of DrylANNd? It is a named model, which indicates a future 

application as the authors briefly mention for a global study in line 117. Machine learning 

approaches like this require careful calibration and validation, which the authors have done well 

here. However, if the conditions change to a different region or globally, what needs to change 

about the inputs as the predictors and predicted variables? Can we rely on the few dryland 

locations in the Western US to predict other regions when there may be different rainfall 

seasonality and vegetation types (i.e. African and Australian drylands) or do we need to train the 

model in each different defined region? Are we restricted to certain datasets to serve as the GPP 

and ET independent variables? 

 I recommend laying a framework for applications in the discussion by providing more concrete 

recommendations on how to apply DrylANNd and points about pitfalls that may come about 

applying DrylANNd at larger spatial scales or other, related to the questions here. I know 

Section 4.3 may have been an attempt to do this in trying to improve the model overall with new 

datasets, but I think the authors can expand on that section with regard to these questions and 

maybe put a more positive outlook on it. Specifically, I recommend being clearer about how 

DrylANNd can be applied. Next, maybe give a big picture roadmap such as discussing how we 

may not have as reliable of observation-only data from satellites as we have from FLUXNET to 

use to train the model on ET or GPP. Therefore, we are constrained to using the model 

regionally where FLUXNET is available. Perhaps a SIF product (or other) can be used as a 

predicted variable elsewhere (like Australia) where there are not widespread, publicly available 

flux tower observations. 

 

This is a great suggestion. As Dr. Feldman correctly notes, it would be tough to 

extrapolate a product trained in one specific dryland region (the western U.S.) to other 

regions, especially since other regions may have different climatic regimes and since 

dryland carbon and water fluxes tend to be “unique” to their specific region (Haughton et 

al., 2018). We think there would be several important use cases of a global dryland 

product, including: monitoring/forecasting of rangeland productivity (using GPP 

estimates); improving understanding of the mean and variability of the dryland carbon 

sink (using the NEE estimates); and monitoring water use, water stress, drought, and fire 

and/or mortality risk (using the ET estimates). 



 

However, developing a global product would likely require at least two additional steps 

beyond those that we have taken here: 1) incorporating eddy covariance sites from flux 

tower networks (e.g., EuroFlux/CarboFlux-Europe, AsiaFlux, and/or OzFlux) that cover 

other dryland regions for more representative calibration and validation, and 2) using data 

products that are available globally and that are likely to capture variability in carbon and 

water fluxes of global drylands (e.g., a land cover product that is not specific to the U.S.). 

 

In the revised manuscript (section 4.3, now retitled “DrylANNd applications and 

priorities for future dryland model development”), we have added two new paragraphs 

clarifying both the potential use cases of DrylANNd (paragraph 1) and the necessary 

steps to accomplish them (the original paragraph from this section plus a new third 

paragraph addressing needs for global-scale application): 

 

New paragraph 1: “Given the challenges of mitigating and adapting to a 

changing climate, high-quality remotely sensed carbon and water flux estimates 

are needed for large-scale monitoring of changes in global ecosystem function 

and ecosystem services, especially in dryland regions that are warming more 

rapidly than many other regions (Huang et al., 2017). Ecosystem production 

estimates provide the means to monitor and forecast rangeland and cropland 

productivity (e.g., Hartman et al., 2020) and to track changes in the terrestrial 

carbon cycle (Xiao et al., 2019). Evapotranspiration estimates are needed for 

monitoring drought and plant water use and water stress (Fisher et al., 2017), 

which in turn affect both fire risk (Rao et al., 2022) and mortality risk (McDowell 

et al., 2022).”  

 

New paragraph 3: “Applying the DrylANNd approach at a global scale would 

require expanding the eddy covariance training sites beyond those used here, 

which are limited solely to western U.S. AmeriFlux sites. Drylands are generally 

defined as regions where annual precipitation is insufficient to meet evaporative 

demand (e.g., P/PET < 0.75), but climates falling within that general definition 

can have very diverse seasonalities, temperatures, and precipitation regimes (e.g., 

Fig. 1b). A purely empirical, data-driven model such as DrylANNd would likely 

struggle to extrapolate to regions beyond those on which it was trained, especially 

because dryland carbon and water fluxes tend to be more “unique” to their 

specific region compared to more mesic systems (Haughton et al., 2018). In 

addition to improving and expanding the input data, a global-scale version of the 

DrylANNd approach would therefore benefit from expanding the training 

network to include dryland eddy covariance sites from other global flux networks 

(e.g., OzFlux, AsiaFlux, and the various European flux networks).” 

 

2) I want to caution that there may be a drawback in using soil temperature from SMAP L4 as 

predictor here, especially with regard to the desire to use remote sensing observations to train 

DrylANNd. The SMAP L4 retrievals are outputs from a land surface model assimilation (see the 

Reichle et al. 2019 study referenced in the submitted manuscript). While the soil moisture output 

is highly a function of remote sensing from SMAP’s brightness temperatures (especially the 0-



5cm product), the soil temperature is likely not as highly influenced by the SMAP observations. 

Historically, we input soil temperature data from a GMAO model in the process of retrieving L3 

SMAP soil moisture – we don’t go the other way around to estimate soil temperature. Microwave 

brightness temperature is a function of physical soil temperature, but more strongly associated 

with moisture on the surface, and is thus (at least not to my knowledge) not necessarily 

influencing the soil temperature outputs as heavily in the assimilation. Perhaps the L4 soil 

temperature output is less of an “effective” remote sensing parameter. I don’t think we have 

good evidence otherwise, though I would be happy for this claim to be refuted which may require 

a closer look through the literature on assimilating L-band brightness temperature into land 

surface models. As a consequence, I think SMAP could be overestimated in its ability to explain 

GPP, NEE, and ET in Figure 8. Since the study’s goal is to explain these variables with different 

observation frequencies from remote sensing instruments, I am not sure the SMAP soil 

temperature is as appropriate here as the other variables and recommend the MODIS LST or 

raw infrared data instead. 

 

This is a very interesting point, and we appreciate Dr. Feldman’s insight into the inner 

workings of the SMAP soil temperature estimates. The main reason that we included soil 

temperature are: 1) because it plays a very large and important role in soil respiration and 

thus NEE (Curiel Yuste et al., 2007), including in the dryland environments on which we 

are specifically focused, 2) because it is also included in the SMAP Level 4 Carbon 

model as the soil respiration driver (Jones et al., 2017), and 3) because model skill was 

improved by SMAP soil temperature for all three flux variables. Our choice to use solely 

remote sensing-based inputs was largely motivated by a desire for products with 

appropriate spatial and temporal resolutions (~5km and daily or sub-daily) and low 

latencies. While the soil temperature may be less directly driven by the SMAP 

microwave signal than soil moisture, since it has the same resolutions and latencies as the 

soil moisture estimates, we think that the benefit of including it (i.e., its clear biophysical 

importance) outweighs the potential drawbacks.  

 

In response to this comment, we have taken two steps in the revision: 

1) We explicitly acknowledge (Section 2.2, paragraph #3) the point raised by Dr. 

Feldman (that soil temperature is not as directly related to the microwave signal and 

is not the main retrieval objective of the L4SM model) but clearly state that we are 

using it because of its biophysical importance: “While soil moisture (rather than soil 

temperature) is more directly related to the L-band microwave signal and is the 

primary retrieval objective for L4SM (Reichle et al., 2017), we also chose to use soil 

temperature estimates due to the strong dependence of soil respiration (and thus NEE) 

on soil temperature (Curiel Yuste et al., 2007) and its use in other SMAP-based 

carbon models (Jones et al., 2017).” 

2) We have tested the leverage that the L4SM soil temperature estimates have on 

DrylANNd model skill and variable importance (compare Fig. 8 to Fig. R1 below). 

[Note, however, that there will always be some small variation in the skill metrics just 

because the ANNs have a random element in their initialization and selection of their 

training and validation sets.] When soil temperature was removed, overall model skill 

declined for all three flux variables (compare the “All” bars in Fig. R1a-c below to 

those in the original Fig. 8a-c). Removing soil temperature from the models did not 



dramatically alter the skill of the VI+SMAP or LST+SMAP models, though perhaps 

the skill of the VI+SMAP model tended to be slightly higher when soil temperature 

was included while LST+SMAP skill tended to be slightly lower when soil 

temperature was included. The skill of the SMAP-only model, on the other hand, 

tended to be considerably greater when soil temperature was included. However, 

regardless of whether soil temperature was or was not included, the most skillful 

overall models were, without exception, those that included SMAP data (the 

“All” models in Figs. 8 and R1), so our overall conclusions regarding the importance 

of SMAP for estimating dryland carbon and water fluxes hold with or without the 

inclusion of soil temperature. 

 

 
Fig. R1. Same as Fig. 8 in the manuscript, but without soil temperature included in the SMAP-based 

models. 

  



3) Given that the Western US has seen some unprecedented climatic behavior in the past two 

decades and especially in the past two years, does this create an issue training DrylANNd on 

stronger dry response anomalies over 2015-2021? It certainly will be a limitation in applications 

of predicting future ET and GPP (with regard to my point #1 above). 

 

We agree with Dr. Feldman that the relatively short calibration period likely imposes 

some limitations on the ability of DrylANNd, especially given the multi-decade 

megadrought that much of the western U.S. has experienced so far in the 21st century. 

Essentially, if we were to run predictions forward in the future using our current 

ensemble of ANNs, we would be assuming a stationary relationship between the remote 

sensing predictors (VIs, LST, and SMAP) and ecosystem carbon/water fluxes and that 

that relationship would hold under future climates. Overall, we think this is likely a 

reasonable assumption for two main reasons. First, during our calibration period (2015-

2020), there was actually a reasonably large range of variability in climate with extreme 

years on both ends of the wet-dry spectrum. In the Southwest, for example (e.g., Fig. R2 

below for Arizona), 2019 was one of the wettest years since the mid-1990s (with 

additional relatively wet intervals from 2015-2016), while 2020 was one of (if not the) 

driest years on record (Dannenberg et al., 2022; Williams et al., 2022). While it is 

certainly possible that forthcoming years will be more extreme, the calibration period 

incorporates a pretty large portion of the climatic variability experienced in the western 

U.S. Second, because the DrylANNd model ensemble is trained over a large spatial 

gradient, we get a fairly large sample of the possible “climate space” of the western U.S. 

If one site experiences climatic conditions outside the range of its training period climate, 

there is a good chance that another site in the network experienced those climatic 

conditions. While none of the sites is a perfect analogue of another (e.g., due to 

differences in community composition, topography, or soil characteristics), this would at 

least partly mitigate the temporal sampling issue.  

 

We have added a sentence acknowledging the potential limitations of the given these 

temporal issues (section 4.3, paragraph #2): 

 

“Despite its short calibration and validation period, DrylANNd's training data 

encompasses much of the climate variability experienced by the western U.S., 

including both anomalously wet and dry years that may serve as analogues when 

running the model forward in time as new MODIS and SMAP data are released. 

However, it is possible that the historically atypical “megadrought” conditions 

(Williams et al., 2020, 2022; Dannenberg et al., 2022) under which the model was 

trained may impose limitations on the model’s predictive capability.” 

 



 
Fig. R2. Percentage of Arizona land area that is drier (D, ranging from mild [0] to extreme [4]) and wetter 

(W, ranging from mild [0] to extreme [4]) than normal. (source: www.drought.gov/states/arizona).  

  

 

4) I think some mention of how spatial scale mismatch between datasets has an influence on 

results is important. For example, the flux towers have a fetch of <1000m. However, some of the 

remote sensing products have much larger native resolutions here, which could lead to problems 

with spatial mismatch of data allowing spatial heterogeneity errors to creep in to the prediction 

performance estimates. This may be motivation to demonstrate the method entirely with flux 

tower data at FLUXNET sites and see if similar results occur. I leave that up to the authors to 

try. 

 

This is a great point, and one that we thought a lot about during the development process. 

For the training of the DrylANNd model, we used the finest resolution available for each 

particular product. For the two MODIS products (the NBAR surface reflectance and the 

LST), the spatial resolutions come quite close to matching the approximate size of a 

typical flux tower footprint (500 meter for the NBAR and 1 km for the LST). For the 

SMAP data (9 km resolution), however, this is clearly not the case. The challenge with 

testing this using in situ data at flux tower sites is that not all flux sites provide soil 

moisture/temperature estimates, and even fewer provide measurements at multiple depths 

commensurate with SMAP’s definition of the root zone. However, using soil moisture 

estimates for a subset of towers for which soil moisture was measured at multiple depths 

(Dannenberg et al., 2022), we compared correlations between SMAP and site-measured 

soil moisture (both surface and rootzone) and ecosystem carbon and water fluxes (GPP, 

NEE, and ET) to confirm that they are reasonably similar (Tables R1 and R2 below). [We 

note that the rootzone definitions are slightly different, 0-100 cm for SMAP and 0-30 cm 

for site-measured, since even most of these sites do not have probes down to 1-meter 

depths.] In most cases, correlations were very similar regardless of whether SMAP or 

site-measured soil moisture were used, and in some cases, SMAP soil moisture was 

actually more strongly correlated with GPP, NEE, and ET than site-measured soil 

moisture (possibly because the soil moisture estimates are hyper-localized and so the 

SMAP estimates are actually more representative of the whole area).  

http://www.drought.gov/states/arizona


 

That said, we agree that the spatial scale mismatch is an important issue, so we have 

added a new sentence to section 2.2, paragraph 3 acknowledging this issue: “We note, 

however, that unlike MODIS resolutions (500 or 1,000 meter), the 9-km SMAP 

resolution is much coarser than the typical ~1 km2 (or less) eddy covariance footprint 

(Chu et al., 2021), so the SMAP soil moisture/temperature estimates used here represent a 

larger area-integrated average that may not be perfectly representative of conditions 

inside the flux footprint.” 

 
Table R1. Correlations of daily site-measured carbon/water fluxes (GPP, NEE, and 

ET) with daily SMAP rootzone (0-100 cm) and site-measured rootzone (0-30 cm) 

soil moisture. 

 GPP  NEE  ET 

Site SMAP Site   SMAP Site   SMAP Site 

US-Mpj 0.11 -0.02  -0.04 -0.08  0.22 0.13 

US-SRG 0.31 -0.04  -0.25 0.05  0.32 0.11 

US-SRM 0.34 0.14  -0.27 -0.01  0.36 0.35 

US-Seg -0.07 -0.07  0.04 0.12  0.01 0.10 

US-Ses -0.11 -0.18  0.09 0.23  0.06 0.16 

US-Ton 0.58 0.31  -0.16 0.13  0.52 0.22 

US-Var 0.70 0.46  -0.37 -0.04  0.68 0.36 

US-Vcp 0.09 0.14  -0.31 -0.51  0.17 0.08 

US-Whs 0.37 0.25  -0.43 -0.17  0.25 0.34 

US-Wjs 0.11 0.16  0.00 0.10  0.27 0.39 

US-Wkg 0.09 0.22   -0.18 -0.21   0.05 0.29 

 
Table R2. Correlations of daily site-measured carbon/water fluxes (GPP, NEE, and 

ET) with daily SMAP and site-measured surface (~0-5 cm) soil moisture. 

 GPP  NEE  ET 

Site SMAP Site   SMAP Site   SMAP Site 

US-Mpj -0.05 -0.04  0.21 0.06  0.39 0.25 

US-SRG 0.24 -0.04  0.02 0.16  0.42 0.17 

US-SRM 0.20 0.19  -0.05 0.02  0.41 0.44 

US-Seg -0.15 -0.07  0.25 0.19  0.20 0.25 

US-Ses -0.22 -0.20  0.29 0.30  0.35 0.29 

US-Ton 0.44 0.30  0.01 0.14  0.38 0.22 

US-Var 0.65 0.46  -0.25 -0.04  0.60 0.36 

US-Vcp 0.04 0.19  -0.13 -0.50  0.21 0.18 

US-Whs 0.24 0.24  -0.10 -0.07  0.42 0.44 

US-Wjs -0.06 0.14  0.22 0.12  0.32 0.41 

US-Wkg 0.13 0.16   -0.09 -0.10   0.25 0.31 

 

  

 



Line-specific comments 

-L30: Wonderfully written introduction 

 

 Thank you! 

  

-L65-90: What about effects of biases from soil color contrast and thus soil contamination on the 

visible signal? 

 

Great point! We’ve added the following sentence to this paragraph (section 1, paragraph 

#5): “In the open canopies typical of dryland ecosystems, optical VIs are also particularly 

sensitive to soil background reflectance and the presence of senesced vegetation or 

standing litter (Huete and Jackson, 1987).” 

  

-L135: Is the gap filling necessary where the NN approach cannot be used on irregularly 

sampled data? Such gap filling methods could bias a predictive approach if a functional form is 

used to gap fill (for example, a look up table that may be based on model assumptions). A noisy 

insertion could eliminate issues of model assumptions becoming imprinted in the prediction 

model. Maybe gap filling is not very common in the available time series? What percentage of 

the different time series are gap filled?  

 

Gap filling of the half-hourly flux data is a standard part of the eddy covariance 

processing pipeline (Papale et al., 2006), and we think it is unavoidable in this case. Most 

of the data that gets filled in this step are half-hourly periods when there were sudden (but 

temporary) spikes in the NEE, when turbulence was low (and thus when NEE 

measurements are unreliable), during precipitation (which interferes with the turbulence 

measurements), or during brief periods of instrument failure; long, contiguous gaps for 

which a season-specific look-up table could not be reliably made are not filled by 

REddyProc. Filling of short gaps is well-validated and based on copious near-term, valid 

measurements of the flux variables and many strong predictor variables. Since we are 

aggregating the half-hourly data to daily then monthly scales, the half-hourly gaps would 

need to be: 1) filled before averaging (as we have done here and as is typical of most flux 

processing), 2) not filled and then days/months with any missing data excluded, or 3) not 

filled and then averaged to daily using whatever observations were available during that 

day. The second option is not feasible because days with filtered observations (due to 

spikes or low turbulence) are very common and excluding them would leave little 

remaining data. The third option is also not desirable because often the observations that 

are filtered out occur at night when turbulence tends to be lower, which would then result 

in biased estimates of NEE and GPP. We note, however, that the look-up table method 

does not make a priori assumptions about the relationship between NEE and site 

meteorology (VPD, temperature, radiation). Rather, it fills half-hourly gaps based on 

available measurements with similar meteorological conditions at that particular site. 

  

-L173: Note that SMAP products do not retrieve soil temperature, though there are some 

nuances about the assimilation process in L4. See the major point above. 

 



We have clarified this point in the revised manuscript (section 2.2, paragraph #3): “While 

soil moisture (rather than soil temperature) is more directly related to the L-band 

microwave signal and is the primary retrieval objective for L4SM (Reichle et al., 2017), 

we chose to also use soil temperature estimates due to the strong dependence of soil 

respiration (and thus NEE) on soil temperature (Curiel Yuste et al., 2007) and its use in 

other SMAP-based carbon models (Jones et al., 2017).” 

  

-L225: what is the “holdout model?” 

 

We clarified this in the revised text (changes in boldface): “We evaluated model skill 

based on the coefficient of determination (R2) and mean absolute error (MAE) between 

model predictions and observations at each site, using only model predictions 

generated from the ensemble members in which that site was withheld from 

training.” 

  

-L228: Are only 7 data points being used in the interannual timescale prediction? It seems 7 data 

points from all sites are normalized by taking out their mean and aggregated with other sites to 

increase sample size (as in Fig. 7). Please clarify in the text. 

 

Thank you for pointing out this ambiguity. We have updated this paragraph (section 2.4, 

paragraph #2) to read (changes in boldface): “To assess the ability of the model to 

capture (inter)annual variability, we calculated total annual fluxes (i.e., the mean daily 

flux multiplied by the number of days) in each of the six study-period years during 

the April-October warm season, with interannual variability defined by comparing 

the ability of the DrylANNd model to capture variance in flux anomalies (i.e., the 

departure of each year’s flux from that site’s study-period mean flux) across all 

sites.” 

  

-L233: Are these months averaged in all cases for the warm season or is the max used in the 

case of visible/NDVI like it was for individual months (as stated in line 185)? 

 

We clarified in the text that we are specifically referring to total annual fluxes in this 

case, calculated as the mean daily fluxes across the warm season months multiplied by 

the number of days in the warm season. (See response to previous comment on L228 for 

the revised text.) 

  

-L234: A word of caution that SMAP went into safe mode in summer 2019 which led to 1-2 

months of loss of data. This is unfortunate because leaving this year in the analysis could bias 

predictions with biased means. Taking 2019 out removes samples from an already short time 

series. I encourage the authors to assess the consequences of removing 2019.  

 

This is a good point, and thanks for reminding us of this issue. As with the SMAP L4C 

Carbon product, we have decided to retain the soil moisture and temperature estimates 

during the Safe Mode period since, as you correctly note, removing them would shorten 

an already short time series, especially for the (inter)annual analysis. We think the issue 

is likely at least partly mitigated by our monthly time step (since both June and July 2019 



would have only partial months of data loss), but we have explicitly acknowledged this 

issue and its potential impacts on our carbon and water flux estimates in the revised 

manuscript (section 2.2, paragraph #3): “In 2019, SMAP went into ‘Safe Mode’ from 

June 19 through July 23 (Reichle et al., 2022), during which the L4SM model could not 

assimilate microwave brightness temperature and model estimates would have come 

solely from the hydrological model forced with meteorological observations. Because 

this only affects two partial months, we chose to retain soil moisture and temperature 

estimates during this period, though this may result in slightly higher error or bias in our 

monthly DrylANNd carbon and water flux estimates for June and July 2019.” 

  

-L246: By the end of the methods, I have not gotten a picture of precisely what the inputs and 

outputs are. Are the predictors always from remote sensing and the predicted, independent 

variables are always from FLUXNET? Table 1 does help, but it may help further to add to table 

1 that FLUXNET ET, GPP, and NEE are the independent/predicted variables.   

 

Great suggestion! We have modified Table 1 to include the three variables used from 

AmeriFlux and to explicitly say in the Table 1 caption which are the response (i.e., 

AmeriFlux carbon/water fluxes) and which are the predictor variables (i.e., all of the 

remote sensing products). We have also modified the ANN architecture figure (below) to 

be less of a general conceptual figure and to more explicitly show our specific structure 

used here. 

 



  

-L293: It might be helpful to mention that time and space are mixed on the left panels of Fig 7 

where the spatial patterns might be dominating the good performance there. Only temporal 

patterns are shown on the right panels. 

 

This is a great point. We have modified this section (section 3.3, paragraph #1) to read 

(changes in boldface): “However, much of this skill is likely attributable to strong 

performance at estimating spatial (rather than temporal) variation across the study 

sites (Fig. 4 and §3.1); like many remote sensing estimates of GPP and ET (Smith et al., 

2019; Biederman et al., 2017; Stocker et al., 2019), DrylANNd struggled to capture the 

interannual variability (i.e., deviations from site mean) of carbon and water fluxes.”  

  

-Fig 8: Can the authors indicate in table 1 or elsewhere which variables are grouped into VI 

only, LST, and SMAP as corresponding to Fig 8? 

 

 We have revised Table 1 to make this clearer. 
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